Traditional tracking frameworks are challenged by low video frame rate scenarios, because the appearances and locations of the target may change considerably in consecutive frames. Our paper presents a saliency-based temporal association dependency (STAD) framework to deal with such a low frame rate scenario and demonstrate good results in our robot testbed. We first use median filter to create a background of the scene, then apply background subtraction to every new frame to decide the rough position of the target. With the help of the markers on the robots, we use a gradient voting algorithm to detect the high responses of the directions of the robots. Finally, a template matching with branch pruning is used to obtain the finer estimation of the pose of the robots. To make the tracking-by-detection framework stable, we further introduce the temporal constraints using a previously detected result as well as an association technique. Our experiments show that our method can achieve a very stable tracking result and outperforms some state-of-the-art trackers such as Meanshift, Online-AdaBoosting, Mulitple-Instance-Learning, Tracking-Learning-Detection etc. Also. we demonstrate that our algorithm provides near real-time solutions given the low frame rate requirement.
INTRODUCTION
Target tracking has been well investigated by the computer vision community for decades. An extensive survey of object tracking can be found at. 1 Most of the popular tracking methods are aimed at dealing with targets that have smooth trajectories, for example in Meanshift, 2 Online-AdaBoosting (OAB), 3 Multiple-Instance-Learning (MIL), 4 L1 tracking, 5 Visual-Tracking-Decomposition (VTD) 6 etc. When the image data is obtained under low frame rate conditions, previous studies 7 has shown that traditional trackers will meet serious problems. One method to solve the problem is to use a tracking-by-detection framework, for example Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD), 8 Structured tracking (Struck), 9 Multiple-Kernel-Learning (MKL) 10 etc. However, many of such methods are prone to appearance changes including the rotations and illumination variations.
In many real applications, even when the scenario seems to be easy to solve (i.e., tracking a high contrast target), it will be quite hard due to many reasons. For example, in Figure 1 , Meanshift will fail when different objects are near each other, and it could easily drift away by similar objects as shown in Figure 1(b) . Furthermore, the Meanshift cannot distinguish similar markers because of the histogram based tracking. It has no ability to capture the pattern of the markers. We use the public code of TLD tracker from original authors 8 in our experiments. As can be seen from Figure 1(d) , when the appearance model changes abruptly, the learning process cannot capture such a change, thus fail to detect the object in the next frame. Also for OAB and MIL, we use the public code from MIL. 4 As shown in Figure 1 (f) and (h), they tend to learn an inaccurate model when the background is not clearly separated from the foreground since they use the gray scale images input. Many of the such state-of-the-art video tracking methods are not robust when applied to the real application. Our saliency-based temporal association dependency(STAD) framework will try to tackle these problems under our robot testbed and to achieve a high accuracy solution.
The paper is organized as follows, Section 2 will introduce our testbed followed by Section 3 describing our main techniques used to solve the low-frame rate (LFR) problem. Section 4 shows the performance of our method as well as some comparison results and Section 5 provides conclusions.. 
TESTBED SETTINGS

Environment setting
A typical setting of our environment is a constrained area as shown in Figure 2 . The background is static but can be affected by illumination changes. The objects we're tracking are multiple rigid mobile robots. We want to mention that the images are distorted by the wide-angle camera, especially near the camera boundaries. When the robots move in the boundary regions, the tracking accuracy is severely affected which possibly requires alternative methods. The robots can move in and out of the camera view, thus we also need to automatically detect each new instance for track initiation. 
Marker setting
To enable salient robot detection, we experimented with marker designs to identify the robot. In Figure 3 , (a) is the original robot with no markers. To enable faster detection, distinguish between robots, and determine robot pose, we compared different marker designs. Figure 3 (b) , (c) and (d) are color-based markers. Although we're expecting some color features can be used, the captured images are not stable and the values of the colors can vary a lot due to the illumination changes. As shown in Figure 4 , the colors are not saturated and tend to be easily mixed with others. We always experience such color drifting and the spectrum bands overlapping in both red-green-blue (RGB) and hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) spaces. Figure 3 (e) is a pure binary template from which we could apply simple template matching algorithm. But in this case, the search space will be very large and in many situations, the boundary of robots can be mixed with the templates and result in poor results. So finally we come up with the Figure 3 (f) marker, the auxiliary lines are used to detect the gradient to provide the direction, which will be explained later in Section 3.2. Figure 3 . Examples of candidate markers we tried.
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Background subtraction and candidate detection
Since we assume a static background, we could take advantage of the background subtraction. We apply a median filter algorithm 11 to get the background model and use it to subtract each image we're processing. For a given set of images I = I 1 , I 2 , ...I k , the background image I bg will be computed as:
where I(x, y) represents the pixel value at position (x, y) for image I.
The median filter algorithm works even if when the image sequence contains moving targets. The assumption is that the moving targets in the scene will not stay in one position for more than half of the frames. After we obtained the background model of I bg , we will subtract it from each incoming image I, then a threshold T is set to binarized the subtracted image:
Then we apply several standard morphological operations 12 to I sub image. First we apply eroding and dilating to eliminate the foreground noise and keep the size of the objects unchanged. Next, we apply dilating first and then eroding to fill the holes within one object. A sample result is shown in Figure 5 . This will guarantee that each region will be fully connected, thus we could perform a connected component algorithm to find each region. It is possible that several robots merge together to form one region, so we need to detect such cases and deal with it accordingly. Empirically, one robot will cover a fixed range of number of pixels, so as soon as we detect some large number of connected pixels, we'll know that there are multiple robots.
Direction detection
As mentioned in Section 2.2, our designed marker allows us to quickly determine the robot pose (and hence direction based on the trajectory). Typically, for a template matching algorithm, we need to search along two dimensions of position and one dimension of direction. In our testbed, we typically are trying to detect three robots, thus for a size of 30 × 30 candidate region and discretized 360/5 = 72 directions, we will need 3 × 30 × 30 × 72 = 194, 400 searches for only one connected region. This is obviously very insufficient and could take many seconds to process only one frame. With the help of the auxiliary line markers which have a strong edge feature as shown in Figure 3 , we could calculate the edge direction and narrow down the search range in direction from 72 to only 2 possibilities. For each detected region, we get the gradient of each pixel along its x direction and y direction, then we could get the pixel direction using:
Notice that we only use the range [0, π), because the edge gradients of a same line are in two opposite directions but representing the same perpendicular direction of the object.
To calculate the correct direction, we need to consider both candidate directions. After that, we will test both opposite directions to find the correct one. Figure 3 .2 shows some examples of the detection results. For a typical one region target as in Figure 3 .2(a), we could find one peak in the voting histogram. Ideally, this peak corresponds to the correct direction or the opposite, i.e. correct direction plus π. More interestingly, even if the region contains several candidates, in most cases, this gradient detection approach could detect all the directions. As can be shown from Figure 3 .2, the first 3 peaks correspond to the 3 robots directions. But to make it robust, we will always process them one by one. That is, after we detect the first object, we will crop out the detected region and recalculate the gradient histogram again. It will then give us another highest peak corresponding to one of the objects remaining in the region. We will repeat this process until all the objects are assessed for the candidate direction.
Template matching
After determining the direction, we are ready to apply the template matching algorithm. For each candidate region, we rotate the image according to the detected direction. To further increase detection accuracy in the presence of image noise, we perform a thresholding technique to find the white and black regions of the target pattern and identify the background pixels. The threshold is based on RGB and HSI spaces and the values are set empirically. As shown in Figure 7 , the right side is the thresheld image, where white regions of the thresheld image mean the white part of the pattern, gray regions are the black pattern region in original image, and black regions are background. We then compare this thresheld image X with the template images T at each position and 2 directions to find the best match score. The score is computed as:
where mask(x, y) indicates whether the pixel is foreground or background and is obtained for candidate selection (described in Section 3.1) Finally, the parameters with best score will be selected as the detected result. Figure 7 . An example of a thresholding result
Branch pruning
However, the run time is still quite slow even after we implemented our detection methods using MEX in MATLAB, achieving only 0.8 second per frame. As we noticed a fact that if our current best achieved matching score is 500, any region with foreground pixel count that are less than 500 cannot achieve a better score, thus we can reject the region without even comparing it to the template.
To efficiently calculate the foreground pixel count within any given region, we use the idea of an integral image. 13 For any image, we first compute its integral image with respect to the number of foreground pixels. And then for any query of any region, we could get the result with only three add and minus operations. This branch pruning method could further reduce our run time from 0.8 to 0.1 seconds per frame and Wachieve real-time performance in MATLAB.
Temporal Dependency
If there is no further constraints, the algorithm is solely a tracking-by-detection framework. When there is a false alarm, the detected location will jump to the false alarm which could possibly be far away from the target. As shown in Figure 8 , in the upper 2 rows, the green detector detected a false alarm where it should be a red target. Without other constraints, the algorithms will always assign the target to the template which achieves the highest score. In the dataset, especially near the boundary, the target appearance tends to be very noisy. So such error will appear frequently. This can be corrected by constraining the tracked results using information from the previous frames. More specifically, we obtained the templates positions and directions from the last frame, which we use to constrain our candidate targets with the assumption that the position and direction won't change much in consecutive frames. To achieve this, we use cosine similarity of the difference of the direction and the exponential distance similarity to weigh the final score.
As shown in Equation 6 , X represents the current candidate region, T is an arbitrary template. Besides the similarity score as defined in Equation 5 , the second part with λ 1 will contribute to the direction similarity and the third part with λ 2 , λ 3 will contribute to the distance similarity. With the absolute operation and exponential constraints, the similarity function will only take values between 0 and 1. So the maximum achievable score will be Sim(X, T ) + λ 1 + λ 2 . We set the λs empirically with λ 1 = 40, λ 2 = 80, λ 3 = 0.02.
And the result can be seen in the lower two rows in Figure 8 . Compared with the upper two rows, we're able to get a much better result because the corrected templates will have higher score than the wrong ones due to the temporal model. 
Confidence Factor
Using only temporal dependency in this way, we are risking the chance that the previous information is incorrect. If the previous information is wrong, we are matching using a wrong similarity score, and thus we have no way to correct it unless there is a very strong differences between correct score and incorrect ones. Especially when a new robot comes into the scene from the boundary for the first time, it's very likely we have a wrong assignment at that point and this will continue for quite some frames before it can be corrected. To alleviate this problem, we introduce the confidence factor and it will be added to Equation 6 and we have:
When we have not seen the template target before, we will set the confidence factor to 0. As soon as we determine that a candidate region belongs to this template according to Equation 7 , we will update the confidence factor according to Equation 8 .
where T c is the chosen template. The intuition here is if the chosen template score is far better than others, then our chosen template has a high probability to be the correct one. If the scores of different templates are very similar, then we're not very confident to claim it to be correct. However, if the chosen template score is lower than other templates, we will have a negative result and thus decrease the confidence factor, which means we are less confident about our chosen one to be correct. If we examine the Equation 7 more carefully, we'll see that if the confidence factor is low, the last two parts will not contribute too much to the final score. If the confidence is 0, the final score will be only determined by similarity score. Frames  203  140  138  159  8  Targets  569  344  342  234  8   Table 1 . The statistics of failed frames and targets
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An example is when the target first comes in that we have no prior information about it. When the target is tracked for a few frames, our cumulated confidence factor will increase until we have a full confidence of 1.
Association
The above processes alone cannot guarantee that the templates will be assigned to only one candidate region. For example, if we detected two regions that both achieved a high score with one template, the above method will assign this template to both regions. This problem falls into the category of association. Given a set of target and templates, we're trying to find an assignment that each target associate with no more than one template and vice versa. In our case, for each region we have the scores against all templates. This will create a bipartition graph between candidate regions and templates. And we want to find the assignment that could maximize the total score. This is a classical assignment problem and can be solved efficiently by the famous Hungarian algorithm. The Hungarian method is widely used in multi-target tracking algorithms and is efficient to implement and guarantee the one-to-one correspondence.
EXPERIMENTS
All the experiments are tested on a Intel Core-7 3.40GHz computer with 10GB memory and MATLAB R2011b. As mentioned before, our algorithm could achieve 0.1 second per frame on average for detection of all targets. In most cases, our STAD algorithm can track the position and pose accurately since the directions are detected robustly. And the position error only happened when the robots reach the boundary. For example, as shown in Figure 9 , the red target and the green target in the first two images are slightly off the target center. The last image shows when the target comes into the scene from the boundary, the direction of the target is wrong caused by the shadow and distortion of the image. For a quantitative study, we compared the failed frames and failed targets. There are 221 out of 253 frames containing targets, so we will only compare on the 221 frames. The number of ground truth targets in the images is 634. A failed frame means there is at least one detection that is not correct. By correct we mean the center difference between the detected box and the ground truth is no larger than 10 pixels. A failed target is the target not detected by the algorithm, i.e. false negative. We also consider the direction errors in our method to be failed objects. Since none of the other methods could detect the directions of the targets, we won't be able to compare them on this criterion directly.
As shown in Table 1 , our method achieves a far better performance than the other four algorithms. In our dataset, the targets can move out of the scene and come back from a different location, resulting in huge problems for Meanshift, OAB and MIL, but not for TLD and our method. Since the Meanshift algorithm is based on histogram comparison, it could easily be off the target when the background pattern is similar to the template pattern in the histograms. Thus very few frames are tracked correctly. OAB and MIL performed quite similarly except for a few targets. Because OAB and MIL use grayscale image inputs, the background pattern can be mixed with the foreground. Also as they search around a small region of the previous detected position, they cannot handle large change in consecutive frames, nor can they detect the target again when the target moves out of the scene and comes back in again. For TLD tracking, we don't have enough positive samples because of the low frame rate, it cannot learn a good model in time before the target change its direction and thus appearance. So TLD tends to get a bad approximation of the template. Our method instead is able to track accurately for almost all the frames. It can both find the correct location and direction. But we also want to emphasize that we are not claiming our method is in general better than these other algorithms but is very robust in our robot testbed compared with others. We did some parameter tuning and applied useful techniques to solve this problem and yield a very good and stable result.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an saliency-based temporal association dependency(STAD) framework that solves the multiple target tracking and pose estimation under our designed testbed. We first use a background subtraction model to obtain the foreground candidate regions. To accelerate the template matching search, we introduce a direction detection method based on the gradients on the pattern. Also we use a branch pruning technique to achieve a better speed. To have a more stable tracking result, we introduce the temporal constraints that use previous detected information to alleviate the final score. A confidence factor is used to reduce the possible error from previous information.
In the experiments, we compared our method with Meanshift, OAB, MIL and TLD to show that our algorithm outperforms their methods in this scenario. We have shown that many state-of-the-art tracking algorithms do not work well under the low frame rate scenario. To make our algorithm work under our specific testbed environment, we have combined several techniques and achieved robust results. Future efforts include incorporating the methods using game-theoretical methods to conduct multi-robot pursuit-evasion strategies comparisons etc.
